The Third Annual
Robert Penn Warren Lecture on
Southern Letters
delivered by
William Styron
presented by Humanities Tennessee and
the Robert Penn Warren Center
for the Humanities
at Vanderbilt University
Thursday, April 19, 2001
Sheraton Downtown Nashville
623 Union Street
Dinner: 7:00 p.m.
Book signing following dinner and lecture.
Book sales available.
Tickets: $50 advance, $60 door
615-320-7001

William Styron is a member of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters and the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences. He is a recipient of
the National Medal of Arts, the Commandeur de
l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres and the Commandeur
Legion d’Honneur. Among his honors are the
American Book Award for Sophie’s Choice, the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction for Conﬁessions of Nat
Turner, and the American Academy of Arts and
Letters Prix de Rome for Lie Down in Darkness. He
is a co-founder of Paris Review.